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Abstract
Objectives: Evaluation of the effect of playing Table Tennis(TT) on auditory reaction time (ART) & visual reaction time (VRT) and comparison with age matched healthy control group who are not involved in regular sports activity.

Materials and Methods: 30 male table tennis players in age group of 18-30 years and 30 age matched healthy males as controls were included. VRT & ART measurement was done by PC 1000 reaction timer.

VRT Measurement: Examiner pressed the START button in first component & subject was instructed to press the STOP button in second component as soon as he saw the light in the instrument. Reaction Time (RT) was recorded for red, green & blue light in msec using Audacity software.

ART Measurement: Head phones were connected to second component. Subject was instructed to press the STOP button as soon as he heard the sound (1000 Hz). Data was analysed statistically using students unpaired ‘t’ test.

Results: Mean values of VRT in table tennis players was less than controls for red, green & blue colours & the difference was statistically significant (p<0.05). Mean value of ART was significantly (p<0.05) less in Table Tennis players than controls.

Conclusion: Mild enhancement of cognitive function is observed in exercise and sports. Playing Table Tennis is useful to improve eye-hand reaction time, for the improvement of concentration, alertness & cognitive processing.
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Introduction
The time between the application of stimulus and the response is called reaction time.1 Visual Reaction Time and Auditory Reaction Time are considered as ideal tool for measuring sensory motor association and also performance of an individual. Reaction time has physiological significance and is considered as a simple and non-invasive test for peripheral as well as central neural structures.2 Reaction time is broken down into three parts. 1st: Perception time – i.e. time for the application and perception of the stimulus including giving the necessary reaction to it. 2nd: Decision time - signifies the time for giving an appropriate response to the stimulus. 3rd: Motor time - time for compliance to the order received.3-4 Reaction time depends on several factors i.e. arrival of the stimulus at the sensory organ, conversion of stimulus to a neural signal by sensory organ, transmission & processing of neural signal, muscular activation, soft tissue compliance, and the selection of an external measurement parameter.5

Pioneer reaction time study was done by Donders. He proved that a simple reaction time is shorter compared to recognition reaction time, and choice reaction time is longest of all.5

Previous studies have confirmed that reaction to sound is faster than reaction to light, with mean ART being 140-160 ms and VRT being 180-200ms.6,7,8,9,10 Sports such as badminton, squash, table tennis & tennis have been classified as reaction sports.11 Table tennis is a sport that depends on finely crafted movements that occur very quickly and a precise execution of shots. It is one of the reaction sports that should be appreciated for the mental and physical prowess necessary to compete at a high level. Time is a luxury not available to elite table tennis competitors. Table tennis players should rely on accurate anticipation of opponent’s stroke, being attentive, reacting to the sound of the ball, use precise stroke biomechanics that allow them to select and execute the motor pattern that provides the best opportunity to win the rally.

Previously researchers have confirmed that sports & exercise are beneficial to mental health. However not many studies have been performed on the RT of Table Tennis players. Present study evaluated the effect of playing Table tennis on ART & VRT and to compare with age matched healthy control group.

Materials and Methods
This comparative study included 30 male table tennis players in the age group of 18-30 years and 30 age matched male healthy controls. Ethical clearance for the study protocol was obtained from Institutional Ethics Committee. Informed consent was obtained from each subject prior to inclusion in the study. Personal history and medical history of both groups was collected in pre-designed proforma. Medical & surgical history was taken to exclude any medical or surgical disease which
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Method of Collection of Data
The subjects were explained about the importance and procedure of the study. An informed consent was obtained from all the participants. The subjects who satisfied inclusion and exclusion criteria were selected after taking a detailed clinical history as in the proforma. The health of the subject was assessed by noting the present, family and personal history and also by general and systemic examination. The study involved non-invasive procedures with no financial burden on the subjects. Sufficient time was given (15 min) for the subjects to mentally & physically relax before recording the parameters.

Height (Ht in cms) measured with subject, standing without shoes, nearest to 0.1 cm error by using a Standard Height measuring Scale. Weight (Wt in kg) measured with subject, wearing minimum clothing, nearest to 0.1 kg error by using a standard weighing machine. The Body Mass Index (BMI) was calculated by: BMI = Weight in Kg/ Height in sqm.

VRT Measurement: Before measuring VRT, participants were made familiar with the Instrument. Examiner pressed the START button in 1st component & subject was instructed to press the STOP button in 2nd component as soon as he saw the light in the instrument. RT was recorded for red, green & blue light in msec using Audacity software. 5 trials for different colours were given and after repeated practice readings were taken for each colour. Lowest of 5 readings of VRT was considered as the final value of VRT for that colour.

ART Measurement: Head phone was connected to second component. Subject was instructed to press the STOP button as soon as he heard the sound (1000 Hz). ART was recorded in ms using Audacity software.

Statistical Analysis: The Statistical software namely SPSS 20th version was used for data analysis and Microsoft word & Microsoft Excel were used to generate graphs, tables etc. Reaction time was reported as mean ± Standard Deviation (SD). Results were analysed statistically using student’s unpaired ‘t’ test with a two tail p value. Minimum level of significance was fixed at p<0.05.

Results
Table 1: General characteristics of Table tennis players & healthy controls (values are in Mean ± SD)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study group</th>
<th>Age (Years)</th>
<th>Height (cm)</th>
<th>Weight (kg)</th>
<th>BMI (kg/sq m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Table tennis players (n=30)</td>
<td>22.82±3.06</td>
<td>167.57±4.46</td>
<td>56.49±8.02</td>
<td>20.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthy Controls (n=30)</td>
<td>21.21±2.12</td>
<td>166.06±5.34</td>
<td>59.77±6.49</td>
<td>21.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Both the groups were age matched without any significant variation in height, weight & BMI. Graph 1 shows simple VRT for red colour in Table Tennis players (245.71±22.03ms) & healthy controls (298.26±25.91ms). Visual reaction time was significantly faster in Table Tennis players than in healthy controls (p<0.05). The mean VRT for Blue colour (ms) was 315.43±19.46 ms in healthy controls (Graph 2). It was significantly faster in Table Tennis players (256.28±26.56 ms p<0.05).

Graph 3 shows Mean values of VRT in Table Tennis players was lesser than controls for green & the difference was statistically significant (p<0.05).

Graph 1: VRT for red colour in Table Tennis players and controls (values in mean ± SD expressed in ms)
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Graph 2: VRT for blue colour in Table Tennis players and controls (values in mean±SD expressed in ms)

Graph 3: Visual reaction time for green colour (mean ± SD) in ms in Table Tennis players and healthy controls

Mean value of ART was significantly (p<0.05) faster in Table Tennis players (201.63±14.09 ms) than healthy controls (220.71±16.72 ms) (Graph 4).

Graph 4: ART in Table Tennis players and healthy controls (values in mean ± SD expressed in ms)

Discussion

Our study compared VRT for all 3 primary colours i.e. red, green & blue. There were differences in the VRT & ART between Table Tennis players and healthy controls. VRT & ART were shorter in Table Tennis players than controls & result was statistically significant. Results of our study matches with Davranche et al14, Van Biesen et al15, Sema Can et al16 & Bhabhor M et al who also found faster ART in table tennis players. The faster reaction time in TT players when compared to controls could be due to better concentration, alertness, improved muscle co-ordination and also improved performance in tasks requiring speed and accuracy.17 Study done by Akhani PN et al18 showed that TT players have better reaction times than football players. This difference could be possibly due to the differing requirements of the sports. TT requires acute attention to the ball sound and movement that travels at high speed. But football is more of a visual game.19 Nougier et al showed that athletes have better reaction times.20

Mild enhancement of cognitive function is observed in exercise and sports.21 Exercise training increases mitochondrial content and respiratory capacity of the skeletal muscles which were used during activity leading to sparing of glycogen & in turn delays the onset of fatigue.22 Physical Exercise improves neurological functioning by increasing cerebral blood flow.23 When blood flow increases, more nutrients are delivered to structures that influence an individual’s cognitive functioning.24 Also, Physical exercise may protect central nervous system from oxidant stress by increasing the oxidant enzyme activity & improving the defence ability against the damages caused due to reactive oxygen species.25

In table tennis, players position themselves closer to each other for a smaller, lighter ball than any other sport such as lawn tennis, football, basketball & volleyball. Accordingly, table tennis ball, hit by one side reaches to the other side relatively sooner & the player barely has time to react to the visual stimulus of the ball before the ball has arrived to be hit. So the player has to be alert to give a proper motor response. The faster reaction time in table tennis players is due to improved concentration, alertness, better muscular co-ordination and improved performance in tasks requiring speed and accuracy. Exercise improves neurological functioning by increasing the cerebral blood flow & could facilitate cognitive processes.

Conclusion

Study results indicated that ART & VRT for red, green & blue colour were faster in Table tennis players when compared to age matched healthy controls. Results support the view that playing Table Tennis is beneficial to eye-hand reaction time, improvement of concentration, alertness & for the improvement of cognitive processing.
Limitations of our study
Completely automated instruments for reaction time measurement may produce different results. Gender related differences in VRT & ART measurement was not done.
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